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One of the top issues that parents of this generation face is how to effectively cultivate cooperation of
their children, it doesn't involve coercion and/or bribes, especially if the kids are behaving in crazy,
boisterous, or uncontrollable ways. In her groundbreaking publication, Taming Your Wild Kid, Tangee
presents the excellent concept that it is the wild child in YOU you need to tame. Tangee Veloso, founder of
Family Love Village, and a parent of such a crazy child herself, introduces a forward thinking parenting
approach that does not involve forcing a child to behave, but rather addresses the child's dis-connection and
unmet requirements, which can be the catalyst of wild behavior. Utilizing the 7 Proven Principles, which
allow you to become more compassionate toward your kids and help create connection and a loving
PARTNERSHIP with them....rather than relationship of power more than.they'll also reflect the same self-
confidence and compassion toward themselves and others.. Experience the organic transformation of their
behavior, plus your own, in the process. In this book, you will discover: • What this means to become a
conscious mother or father in your own home • How to be aware of your choices • The 7 concepts that
may build a deeper reference to your child • How to arranged loving boundaries without shedding your cool •
Methods that honor self-care and self-love • Getting more present with your parenting options • Why it is

so vital that you find your own village to cultivate connection amongst additional parents and caregivers
upon this same parenting journey
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Amazing resource for another way to be when the challenges . Tangee makes it simple and offers you the
various tools to be connected to . This Reserve Is My Parenting Bible! In Love and Light Gabi Lizzoli I'm
focused on raising strong-willed and independent individuals but, man, when that independence comes right
back at you, it could make you regret your commitment. This book gives you equipment to conquer the
overwhelm of parenting and discover another way. I highly recommend this book if you are disappointed,
yelling, nagging and discover you are having more and more difficult moments rather than being the mother
or father you know you may be for your amazing child. I appreciate how Tangee manuals her readers to
think about the inner child within as we become parents and clear unresolved issues. As I've read several
books about raising children, I came across Tangee Veloso's book "Taming Your Wild Child" to be one of the
most honest, crystal clear and concise books on this issue of conscious parenting. "Taming Your Wild Kid" ~
A Book for Us All! Whenever we love ourselves, we are able to love our children a lot more with the love
and respect they deserve. I highly recommend this publication for not merely parents, but grandparents
aswell so we are able to all be considered a positive impact for our kids and grandchildren, departing a legacy
of like! Tangee makes it easy and provides you the various tools to be connected to your kid and also have
your child get in touch!. Taming Your Wild Kid is a book full of inspiration and mindfulness. This is an
excellent book that helps challenge some ingrained beliefs/ views our society has about parenting and

connecting with this children. There is good information about communicating, and validating children in a
loving way; as well as suggestions about how explore you possess background and reflecting on what it
impacts you as a mother or father. I was blessed to meet the author and attend a function shop.. Tangee
rocks !.... Priceless info in this book. This is an excellent book that helps challenge some ingrained beliefs/
views our . To tame or never to tame? Thank you Tangee!.. So good that I experienced to use the
highlighter and pup ear numerous pages! It's definitely a reserve to keep out and revisit over and over
again. It really helped me develop a better knowledge of how I really wish to interact and talk to my
children based on love, persistence and understanding. This publication actually helped me instill a partnership
in "power with" rather than "power over" my kids. Not only did this publication help me Tame my wild
children. It was a heartfelt and authentic knowledge.. it helped me tame the crazy child within myself!
Amazing resource to get another way to be when the challenges and frustrations of parenting occur.
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